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From the start of this term we had two meetings. First of them was on last Thursday. In this meeting we revised the final design report of Taseron Yazilim. Then we prepared the review form of their report. After that we revised the Gantt Charts of our project which we prepared before, then prepared our living schedule then added to the website.

The other meeting was on Saturday. In this meeting we discussed about the progress to be followed in next month.

Damir and I completed our web portal and added the necessary parts on Monday. Then the web-site is launched. Also I took a look at CVS tutorials and made some research.

Next week we will have two meetings. First of them will be on Thursday, in this meeting we will start to prepare Configuration Management Plan and separate this report topics in four parts. Everyone will be responsible from his/her parts.

The next meeting will be on Saturday. In this meeting we will finalize the Configuration Management Plan. Then we will work on CVS setup and talk about the implementation of the Job-seeker module.
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We held two meetings so far. Last Thursday we worked on the final design report prepared by Taseron Yazilim Team and preparation of the living schedule of our team based on the Gantt Charts.

As you know we were not able to use the tools supplied by SoftwareAG, therefore we needed to make research on tools to use. I individually made some research on the alternative tools that can be used.

This week we plan to meet for the CM plan, CVS setup and also some topics about the implementation of our portal.
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